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Post-turbine mortality
• We know: 
– Mortality for turbine 
migrants
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• More knowledge 
needed: 
– Post-turbine mortality
River 
Storelva
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• Located in the 
southernmost part 
of Norway
• Upper reaches; 
riffles and pools
• Lower reaches; 
slow flowing
Fosstveit Power 
plant
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• Small Run-of the river 
plant
• Located 6km above the 
River mouth
• Fish Guidance Efficiency 
for smolt surface bypass; 
50%
Fosstveit 
Power plant
Turbine Kaplan
(x1)
# Blades 4
RPM 330
Head 14.5 m
Qmax 16m3 s-1
Methods
• PIT-tagging Atlantic salmon and brown
trout smolts 
– Up stream
– In the tail race
• Analysis of River Descent Survival 
Trajectories
– Sequential Cormack-Jolly-Seber model (Rmark)
• Sea Survival
– Biased low, “strayers” not included
– Binomial GLM
Results: River descent survival 
Atlantic salmon
Total expected river-
descent survival:
Turbine: 0.26
Bypass: 0.50
The main predator in the 
lower river stretches
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• Pike consume 30-50% of the downstream smolt 
population
• Turbine migrants seems to be more vulnerable
River descent survival 
Brown trout
Total expected river-descent 
survival:
Turbine: 0.26
Bypass: 0.45
Size-dependent
Size-dependent survival: 
Brown trout
Anthropogenic selection Natural selection
Sea survival: 
Brown trout
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Sea survival:
Atlantic salmon
• Turbine-induced 
selection processes 
may promote sea 
survival in Atlantic 
salmon?
• Different nursery 
area at sea 
compared to sea 
trout
Conclusions
Generally lower River survival for turbine migrants
Brown trout
• Negative size dependent survival -> Turbine
• Positive size dependent survival ->Post- Turbine
Atlantic salmon
• Higher Sea survival for turbine migrants
• Indicates turbine-induced selection processes promoting 
sea survival
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